Web ecosystem map

ACADEMIC HEALTH CENTER

MED SCHOOL DEPARTMENTS (27)
DENTISTRY
dentistry.umn.edu
MEDICAL SCHOOL
med.umn.edu
NURSING
nursing.umn.edu
PHARMACY
pharmacy.umn.edu
PUBLIC HEALTH
sph.umn.edu
VETERINARY MEDICINE
cvm.umn.edu

HEALTH SCIENCES
health.umn.edu
HEALTH TALK BLOG
healthtalk.umn.edu
AHC RESOURCE HUB
hub.ahc.umn.edu

RESEARCH SERVICES
OFFICE OF EMERGENCY RESPONSE
OFFICE OF EDUCATION
AHC WIDE CENTERS + INSTITUTES TBD
HEALTH CAREERS CENTER

DENTAL CARE
INTRANET
INTRANET
INTRANET
CPD
OTHER TBD

OTHER (1)

OTHER (3)
RAPTOR
EQUINE
VET MEDICAL CENTER

OUTSIDE OF AHC WEB SUPPORT SYSTEM:
• not part of the Academic Health Center (AHC)
• small unit intranets, standalone sites for faculty research labs, projects, courses, and others outside scope
• SPH supported primarily by their communications office

AHC CONNECTION POINTS—GLOBAL + TOPICAL (AHC footer, header tab, Bios, Directory, Give, Health Talk blog, News, Events, Research topics, Expert guide, Study Finder, AHC-wide centers, shared research resources, Living in Minnesota, and more...)

UMN.EDU GIVING FOUNDATION UMN HEALTH UM PHYSICIANS CLINICS